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BMD 

"French Bites & Wine"

Offering light French tapas bites and an impressive wine list, this relaxed

eatery and bar occupies a place near the river. The cozy bar typically sees

a local crowd, with the occasional tourist or two stopping by for an

evening snack. BMD serves an excellent array of terrine, charcuterie

platters and cheese. The tapas menu also features quiches and tartare.

The atmosphere is the perfect amount of breezy, and the service is warm

and impeccably efficient.

 +33 4 7241 3811  3 rue des 3 Maries, Lyon
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L'Archange 

"Modern French Restaurant"

The dreamy, rustic setting of the L'Archange restaurant commands

romance and magic. While the romance is left to its guests, the restaurant

spins magic with classic French dishes, resulting in beautifully plated

creations. The menus are constantly evolving, and only feature a prix-fixe

system that includes an entree, a main course, cheeses and dessert. In the

past, dishes such as the mellow Pumpkin Soup and the guinea fowl have

been highly lauded. The restaurant prepares all dishes from scratch as per

order, so there may be a bit of a wait before you can dine. But rest

assured that the wait will be very well worth it.

 +33 4 7828 3226  www.archangecafe.com/  contact@archangecafe.co

m

 6 rue Hippolyte Flandrin,

Lyon
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La Scala Siciliana 

"Wood-Fired Pizzas"

A local gem located on a quiet street, La Scala Siciliana serves beautifully

baked pizzas in their wood-fired oven, alongside delicious pastas. Start of

with one of their fresh salads, before ordering their cheese-laden three-

formaggi pizza that is as heavenly as it sounds. Meals of the day are

available, and usually include some excellent options. While the

restaurant does come with a slightly hefty price tag for its dishes, the

warm service and splendid food more than make up for it.

 +33 4 2600 0935  www.lascalasiciliana.com/  contact@lascalasiciliana.co

m

 3 Rue Commandant Dubois,

Lyon
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La Paloma del sol 

"Spanish Tapas & Wines"

This warm and friendly restaurant near Saint-Georges is known for its

Spanish tapas specialties, which it serves with excellent flair. The menu

changes with the turn of every season, meaning more variety and

seasonal produce in the dishes. La Paloma del sol includes a list of

exquisite organic wines of Spanish origin that perfectly complements their

tapas menu. A handful of wines from the South of France are also

included. Besides the creative tapas fare, the restaurant also serves some

splendid charcuterie boards with cheese and carefully selected meats.

 +33 4 7241 0058  lapalomadelsol.fr/  contact@lapalomadelsol.fr  25 Rue Tramassac, Lyon
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L'Ouest 

"Contemporary French Fare"

Set in a modern space with industrial decor, L’Ouest is a great place to dig

into delectable French cuisine and wines. This chic eatery offers diners

two prix menus to choose from, along with numerous options for each

course. Menu offerings include white and red meats, fishes and salads,

cooked French-style but incorporated with contemporary touches. Each

dish is prepared from fresh, organic ingredients and it’s easy to sense the

high-quality and freshness of the food right away. Wash down the meals

with a host of French wines to complement the flavorful delicacies. If you

decide to try out this place, bring along family and friends to create lasting

memories over great food and drink.

 +33 4 3764 6464  www.nordsudbrasseries.c

om/louest.html

 info@brasseries-

bocuse.com

 1 Quai du Commerce, Lyon
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